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Late at night, as the city of Ankara sleeps, Afet 
creeps to the kitchen, not for a midnight snack,  
but to create one. Born a scientist & a chef, the 
brand encompasses an organised system  
sprinkled with creative delight. 
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Mixing Bowl

Spoon Comets Test Tube

Moon Chocolate Drop



70%

RASPBERRY


PEPPER

100g70%

CRUNCHY SALTED


CARAMEL

100g

CHOCOLATE


VANILLA

100g 70%





INSTAGRAM STORY



12 illustrations capturing the distinct qualities of 
each zodiac. Selected by Christies curator, Daniel 
Etherton and SOTA founder, Emma Lang for a SOTA 
exhibition in October 2023 & featured in Marie Claire. 
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Utopia, the Plant Store that’s rooting for you. Based 
in the heart of Hackney with a focus on you and your 
wellbeing, they believe in the power of plants to help 
you feel more relaxed and in tune with your needs.
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ROOTING FOR 
YOU
Based in the heart of Hackney with a 
focus on you and your wellbeing, we 
believe in the power of plants to help you 
feel more relaxed and in tune with your 
needs. Browse our full collection here.  

Proudly collaborating with Headspace to 
remember to take time to relax

Come join us for our weekly zen out in the calming oasis. 

Sign up here.
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UTOPIA  
Hackney, London 

E2 9BY

CARRY THE CALM 
HOME

Cactus | Opia 
Bring organic beauty to your home with this eay care plant.

UNEARTH ALL OUR EVENTS

Cart
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Like plants, we all thrive with a little love & care so 
enjoy your 10th drink on us.



Hackney Arches, E5



The rebrand of San Pellegrino to Tempo, capturing 
the Italian essence of il dolce far niente and 
reminding us to savour life’s moments. Photos by 
the talented Ciro Pipoli.
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www.tempo.com

LIVE
LOVE THE 

ITALIAN 


LIFE
CAPSULED IN EVERY 

CAN OF TEMPO

CHECAPOLAVORO !



MA CHE VUOI?

what are you talking about?

CHECAPOLAVORO!

a masterpiece!

OCCHIO!

watch out







A collaborative post with Kalvin Phillips to celebrate 
Man City’s Treble win in 2023. The two posters 
showcase the victory and reached an audience of 
over 170k on Instagram. 
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Work for the Sex & Relationships column of Marie 
Claire across four articles. Matching the elevation of 
the brand to showcase positions with a strong focus 
on colour palette. 
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THANK YOU | MERCI | GRAZI | ありがとう

@boo.by.design

www.boobrucesmith.com 
brucesmithboo@gmail.com  

https://www.instagram.com/boo.by.design/?hl=en
https://boobrucesmith.com/

